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Abstract: The object of research is to clarify the connections between non-
anthropogenic mind and culture as sign systems. Investigation of such an object
discloses the perspectives on construction of the generalized model of mind and
can help to build the bridge between traditional and digital humanities. The
subject of traditional humanities is natural human activity; the subject of digital
humanities is computer-based forms of activity and communication. Finding
signs created not only by human but also by natural circumstances helps to
define the sign system that unites the natural (non-anthropogenic) and artificial
kinds of mind. Methodology of research includes the principles of semiotics
previously developed by Charles Peirce and Ferdinand de Saussure and
expanded by Yuri Lotman and Boris Uspensky. Semiotic interpretation of mind
as the object of culture allows the building of a generalized model of mind as
one of textual constructions, presenting the history of mankind as the
replacement of natural events by secondary models. The author concludes that
the revealing of a generalized model of mind opens new opportunities for the
construction of the intelligent activity strictly interpreted as special sign systems.
Semiotic studies interpret culture as a rationality making machine, and activity
of mind is caused by the work of such a machine. Because of that, if traditional
meaning sign systems were estimated as human-made kinds of complex of
primary signs, then modern statements help to see the absence of an irresistible
limit to interpret such complex as a nature-made but non-anthropogenic
phenomenon.

Keywords: semiotics, philosophy of mind, general model of mind, naturalistic
position, traditional humanities, digital humanities

1 Introduction

Wittgenstein’s idea that language defines the limits for the mind and theory of
sign systems meaning that culture is a complex of codes of communication and
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behavior can provide for the building of a mind model. But even if we’ve got a
natural language, for example, English or German, there is a problem to solve:
language must be represented as a basic kind of mind system. Many more
problems arise in the case of artificial languages, which are used in mathematics
and formal logic for constructing models of artificially intelligent activity. Each
time we need a justification of the basic forms of mind that we represent by the
opportunities of artificial languages. So, we believe that Peirce’s and Saussure’s
theories of signification adapted by Lotman and Uspensky can help to find a
common field for natural and artificial variants of constructing mind models and
it leads to a generalized model of language determinations of mind.

Discussions of the problems of mind, modeled on the basis of semiotics,
began in the 1960s. First, one of the main branches in this field was the
reconstruction of intelligent activity as sign systems (Zemanek 1966; Pospelov
1975). Second, and importantly, has been the description of interactions between
human and computer on the basis of so-called “computing semiotics” (van der
Lubbe and Egbers 1997; Malcolm and Goguen 1998; Rieger 2001; Goguen and
Harrell 2004; de Souza 2005; Gudwin and Queiroz 2006; Tanaka-Ishii 2010).
Third, we can note discussions on the interaction of culture, intelligent activity,
and computer programming (Lotman and Uspensky 1993; Bedau 1998; Parisi
and Cangelosi 2002.).

Our work continues this third branch of research. As a result, the article
elaborates the methods for the production of bridges between traditional
humanities and digital humanities. Digital humanities is a branch of modern
research that is rapidly developing, for example, in the field of computational
linguistics (Niehaus and Young 2014) and in the fields of cognitive science
(Humphreys 2004). Semiotics should find common fields for traditional huma-
nities and digital humanities.

2 Modern philosophy of mind and principles
of semiotics

2.1 Mind in general and the limits of philosophy

Mind in general is a complex of rules of communication and behavior providing
the process of cognition on the basis of perception, memory, and other struc-
tures. Mathematicians define the formal algorithms of such activities. Logicians
elaborate the basic principles for the construction of formal algorithms (Hutter
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2005). Thereby, nowadays most important models of mind are mathematics-
based or logic-based structures within so-called digital humanities (Gent 2013;
Feldman and Domshlack 2014; Kotthoff 2014). These models can help to under-
stand the workings of the mind like complex axioms, for example, morality
axioms, laid in the basis of making decisions in different situations. But none of
these models can finally find whether or not the mind can be like a duplicate of
the natural intelligent activity signified in mathematical or logical form. The
foundations of such models need new judgment. But neither mathematics nor
logic as technical disciplines can explicate the ontological presuppositions of
mind, especially the human or non-human basis of intelligent actions. This is
one of the tasks of philosophy, which must clarify in general basic notions of
some spheres constituted by concrete knowledge, the knowledge of chemical
structure of things or, perhaps, the knowledge of moral nature of human
actions. Some modern authors mean that is the ontology of philosophy as itself
(Grenon and Smith 2009).

Philosophers discuss extremely general notions and they should be able to
answer the question about the possibility of a non-human kind of intelligent
activity (see, for example, Landor 1981). But philosophy as itself has no real
opportunities to construct really strict knowledge. Even discussions within
philosophy of mathematics can provide only the construction of phenomenolo-
gical models of human activity. So, the features of natural mind are approxi-
mately known within cognitive science, but modern researchers have no clear
idea how an alternative kind of mind can be constructed. Kripke (1980), Rorty
(1979), Chalmers (1996) and others demonstrate how an alternative kind of mind
could exist. But an absolutely different kind of mind or intelligent activity, for
example, like God’s intelligent actions compared to human intelligent actions in
the Middle Ages, is not demonstrated. Each time modern philosophical investi-
gations show the alternative only for humanity’s phenomena par excellence
(Kripke 1980: 144–145). Besides, Rorty (1979: 71) analyzes the hypothetical
case of aliens, who have no idea about mind, but even so have built a well-
developed civilization. The building of a civilization does not depend on
existence or non-existence of “mind,” “intelligent activity,” etc. Some additional
structures of cognition always help to build a civilization, and such a civilization
will be similar to a civilization that can be built by human mind.

The construction of a generalized model of mind within philosophy needs
the assistance of some formal discipline to elaborate the strict theory of intelli-
gent activity. Mathematics and logic depend on philosophical presuppositions
and cannot play such a role. The dependence of mathematics and logic is
caused by the necessity of clarifying its basic notions, for example, deduction
or logical consequence, within philosophy. On the contrary, the generalization
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of philosophical knowledge, as with sign systems, has been provided by
semiotics since the works of Charles Pierce (1868). We don’t mean that semiotics
was the opposite for the mathematics or formal logic; semiotics just included
more general knowledge about signs that mathematics and logic used in their
own spheres.

2.2 Semiotic model of mind

The key role within research is played by the studies of Lotman and Uspensky
(1993) previously developed by Peirce (1868) and Ferdinand de Saussure (1997).
Peirce (1868: 287–298) proposes some principles of sign cognition, but Saussure
(1997: 32) put forward three especially important theses: language is a social
phenomenon; language is a sign system; the existence of a common science for
both fields means an actual unity of language knowledge and societal
knowledge.

Semiotics opens new opportunities for the construction of a generalized
phenomenological model of mind. The semiotic interpretation of culture allows
the presentation of humankind’s history using a replacement of natural events
by secondary models. Modeling of cultural and historical developments
demonstrates the functioning of the textual expression of a world outlook
based on some kind of intelligent activity. A generalized model of mind can
be built as one of such textual constructions.

It is not a secret that human culture is the result of human activity. The
possibility of a linguistic description of culture opens the perspectives on
applying a semiotics-based approach to culture. The more specialized
structures, namely, moral, politics, etc., are constituted, from that point of
view, by the culture as sign systems, which consist of more primitive programs
of communication and behavior (Caws 1988; Deely 2010). Understanding of
culture as sign systems reveals the possibility that the clearing of some funda-
mental qualities and properties of the human communication is designated by a
certain position in a world outlook in a concrete historical era. Variants of
significations of world outlook represent the kinds of world understanding.
Systematization of significations of world outlook allows the creation of a
generalized image of abilities to find out the world understanding replaced
with concrete set of signs and sign systems. The understanding of social and
cultural phenomena as sign systems allows the interpretations of the specifics of
modern rationality in toto. This way leads to new understanding of mind within
the generalization of intelligent activity.
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Semiotic studies have some interesting parallels with epistemological studies
(Hintikka and Hintikka 1989). Derrida (1967: 12) notices that formal logic
traditionally constituted the representation of mind as a knowledge basis. Modern
studies put the question of mind and the problem of rationality in general in the
context of the “problem of writing” (Derrida 1967: 18–19). Thus, modern researchers
consider logical questions as a part of another fundamental problem entitled
“problem of language.” Derrida (1967) makes three conclusions, treating the basis
of general science aboutwriting or grammatology. Firstly, hemaintains that the role
of general logic is played nowadays by the phenomenon of “writing” (Derrida 1967:
43). Secondly, he suggests that in grammatology is adopted the idea of time
nonlinearity. Thirdly, Derrida (1967: 130) notices difficulties for the transformation
of grammatology into a positive science. This means that scientific thought, human
mind, intelligent activity, and rationality as their general background determined
by a form of writing can be interpreted as kinds of sign systems.

Sentences made by Barthes (1957, 1984) and Deleuze (1969) have a special
importance for constructing semiotic models of mind. Firstly, Barthes demonstrates
the transformation of “Einstein’s brain” into a mythical object as a characteristic
example; so, scientific thought in collective consciousness is signified as a kind of
mythology (Barthes 1957: 85–87). Secondly, Barthes supposes that modern society
is subordinated to a special kind of rationality named rationality of Fiction and
Rhetoric, and it determines the total power of mythology (Barthes 1984: 127–132).
Only by the force of primary signs denoting primitive things is it possible to over-
come such rationality. Thirdly, by logical completion of Barthes’s views comes the
idea of the mutual converting of sense and nonsense put forward by Deleuze (1969:
85). Body sphere determines each kind of signification and the sense in its
deepness, from that point of view, is the product of unconsciousness structures
such as sexual experience and psychotic disorders. So, the center of modern
rationality and the center of intelligent activity in toto are the set of logical
operations only from the outside, but inside they are kinds of “myth” or “art
creativity.” Modern signification of intelligent activity helps to understand the
ways of semiotics-based models of mind.

3 The generalized model of mind

3.1 Model of mind and key role of culture signs

The semiotic interpretation of intelligent activity coincides with the understand-
ing of culture offered by Lotman and Uspensky as a “device for developing
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information.” A material realization of this device coincides with natural
language (Lotman and Uspensky 1993: 328). Technological metaphors for the
description of the main functions of culture are attracted by Lotman and
Uspensky (1993) as signification of culture description in its historical develop-
ment. But it could also be realized like sets of the signification variants within
modern communications. This interpretation should not mean that statements
about semiotics only have an affinity of culture with a century of technical
equipment domination. During the pre-technological era, culture was structur-
ing the understanding of world by language. So, texts played the role of
“devices” in the Middle Ages, antiquity, and other periods (Lotman and
Uspensky 1993: 332–333).

The idea of a “device” or “mechanism” executed on the basis of some
technological scheme coincides with attempting to correlate traditional options
of interpretation of culture and modern ways of interpretation. Technological
metaphors opened the prospect of representation of any phenomena of culture
as some order, which was born from chaos. The “chaos” here can be understood
not only as the absence of order but also as separation of types of order from the
point of view of their relative randomness. The process of structuring is not
necessarily following from real chaos, wherefore it is possible to represent any
mismatch of two ways of structuring where any preceding emergence of a new
order is chaos. Any new structure is an order only concerning the predecessor
and can be associated with chaos in difference with own “successor.”

For example, in Egypt in the end of fourth century BC, there were at least
two main centers or “kernels” of cultural life, namely, traditional Egyptian
culture and Hellenistic culture (Manning 2012: 3). A new cultural center
appeared in Alexandria after the Macedonian conquest of Egypt. And a new
order for society and culture in Egypt, for its policy and economy was
constituted; but, from the Hellenistic point of view, the form of traditional
Egyptian cultural life seemed to be a disorder or even “chaos.” So,
Macedonians and Greeks were not ready to see in the king a god essence;
originally they tried to build the state on rather secular principles. Even just
because of that for Egyptians the Hellenistic “device of culture” already worked
like an orderless and even senseless “machine” or like a body without a soul.
Perhaps, to smooth such impression since the epoch of Ptolemy I Soter, the
kings in official Egyptian documents are given titles such as “pharaohs,” i. e.,
“sons of Ra” (Bevan 1927).

Applying the semiotic concept of a “cultural code” can help to describe
culture working as “order” and as “chaos” at the same time. A situation of
contradiction between ciphered and non-ciphered information helps to find such
codes, and each of them is the codification only for another kind of coding,
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because each time some addressee who owns a key to original codification
exists. The ciphered message is non-ciphered for that addressee, because such
an addressee is able to take the message within specifically made sign systems
in the standard significations. Ciphered and non-ciphered statuses of messages
are random, and one form of cultural order can look like chaos for another.
Besides, the concept of a “cultural code” helps to find the interpretation of
culture as a kind of “memory” (Lotman and Uspensky 1993: 328–329).
Thereby, culture can be understood not only by analogy with information
making devices but also as a complex of information storing devices. Such
interpretation allows suggesting that translation rules of the cultural experience
in text forms are playing the role of some kind of programming (Lotman and
Uspensky 1993: 329–330).

Applying technological metaphors demand from Lotman and Uspensky to
build an image of cultural life by analogy with computer programming. It is
almost erasing the line between the natural mind and artificial intelligent
activity. Culture signs start to play key role within the building of a generalized
phenomenological model of mind.

3.2 Discussion on mind as culture sign systems

This section discusses the mind as a natural but non-anthropogenic product of
culture sign systems. Such a kind of mind has two important features. Firstly, if
this kind of intelligent activity is really possible, then, from the outside, it can
look like a formal algorithm; from the inside, it is exactly the complex of culture
codes or culture programming. Secondly, non-anthropogenic mind can already
be working in our space, but the human race is able to find only the effects but
not the essence of such activity. Feasibility of the opening of such a version of
mind as culture sign system, which looks like a natural but non-anthropogenic
product, demonstrates that the bridge between traditional humanities and
digital humanities is already prepared for building. This section discusses
some historical examples and demonstrates some modern events.

History demonstrates examples of human behavior ruled by non-human or
“superhuman” programs on the basis of religion. They are the prototypes of
artificial intelligent activity, which has no constant view as a formal algorithm.
Each religion in its mystical doctrine has signs of the working of mind, where-
fore every mystical doctrine constantly coincides with a special system of
behavior and communication. Mystical doctrine has a profile like reasonable
code for the adept and like nonsense for others. The behavior of supporters of
some mystical doctrines always has signs of ambiguity for people around, and,
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perhaps, it is perceived as a kind of madness for most of people. For example,
members of Christianity were perceived as criminals in Ancient Rome. They
maintained that people should not support the Emperor cult, because, from
their point of view, it was a sign of betraying the true God. Ancient Romans did
not understand why Christians could not be like some respectable citizens and
why they did not do some “formalities” (Fox 1986). Another programming code
or code of intelligent activity organized the behavior of ancient Christians. They
were even ready to die for their own beliefs, but they did not want to follow
pagan “habits.”

Religion-based behavior has an analogy with some kinds of modern computer
activity ruled by not-quite-human programming. For example, in 2008, the first
case of a US presidential election held under the influence of web-based social
networks happened. Barack Obama’s supporters developed extensive propaganda
about the need for change, and, as a result, Obama won. A similar case is demon-
strated by Due (2014) within the processes of the elaboration of new ideas. And
similar effects are observable as self-organization of Internet groups, for example,
groups of fighters for human rights, groups of fighters for animal rights, etc. They
were probably cases of modern events of a non-anthropogenic mind, which has the
signification of culture sign. Social networks have special values as cultural
background and computer support, but their use of digital devices are executed
under the influence of the special coding and decoding of group activity in the
directions of these groups. Most contemporaries do not fully understand culture
codes and the directions of these groups.

Culture code, i. e. versions of “culture programming” or special “culture
scripts” acted in ancient religious communities within mystical doctrine as
complexes of rules for the reading of sacred texts and as complexes of rules
for communication inside the community. Almost the same codification, which
looks like computer programming or “web service protocols,” is found within
modern political activity. American people did not know in 2008 whether or not
Obama’s politics would really change anything. People just believed in it and
voted on the basis of their own beliefs. But it does not mean that members of
political communities believe in computer programming just like religious
people believe in God. Computer programming and digital devices play organiz-
ing roles within political activity just like mystical doctrine was doing earlier
within religious activity. Demonstrated cases were examples of real manifesta-
tion of non-anthropogenic mind, because all activities, which were trying to start
by the desire of social groups outside “computer,” for example, in North Africa
and Middle East in 2011–2012, were leading to fatal disorders. Only real
intelligent activity, only a real mind has creative abilities, but the simulation
of mind provides only losses and tragedies.
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4 Conclusion

As a result, we can maintain now that a generalized model of mind has a
semiotic-based kind of view. Such model allows the revelation of new
opportunities for the construction of intelligent activity that can be strictly
interpreted as special sign systems. But if in the traditional meaning such
systems were estimated only as human-made kind of complex of signs, then
modern statements help to see the absence of an irresistible limit to interpret
such a complex as a nature-made but non-anthropogenic phenomenon. It
provides the conflict between logical or formal organization and inner qualities
of intelligent activity in toto. Semiotic studies interpret culture as a rationality
making machine, and activity of mind is caused by the work of such machine.
As a result, the presentation of mind as special kind of culture disclosed the
methods for the production of bridges between traditional and digital
humanities.
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